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TANK TESTS 03’A MODEL OF THE HULL OI? THE NAVY PB-1

FLYING BOAT - N.A.C.A, MODEL 52

3y John M. Allison

SUMMARY

A model of the hull of the Navy PB-1 flying bo”at was
tested in the N.A.C.A. tank as part of a program intended
to provide information regarding the water performance of
hulls of flying boats of earlier design for which hydrody-
namic data have heretofore been unavailable. Tests were
made according to the general method over the range of
practical loadings with the model both fixed in ti~ii and
free to trim. A free-to-trim test according to the specif-
ic method was also made for the design load and take-off
speed corresponding to those of the full-scale flying boat..-.

The resistance obtained from the fixed-trim test was
found to be about the same as that of the model of the NC
flying-boat hull, and greater at the hump but smaller at
high speeds than that of a model of the Sikorsky S-40 fly-
ing-boat hull.

INTRODUCTION

The program of work at the N.A.C,A. tank includes the
testing of models of flying-boat hulls that have been serv-
ice-tested on full-scale flying boats and are” of histortc
interest in that they were important steps in the develop-
ment of this type of craft. Tank tests of such models
make available hydrodynamic data that wer8 no%-”easily ob-
tained at the time the hull was built, especially in the
case of the older designs. The information obtained from
these investigations may prove to have considerable value
when applied to the development of new hull forms.

The PB-1 flying boat was built py the Boeing Airplane
Company and put into service in 1925. TliZ-it6sign specifi-

-.
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cations (given in Automotive Industries for September 3,
1925) were as followB:

Gross’ load 24,000 lb.

Useful lo&d 12”,531 ii.

Wing area 1301.5 Sq. ft.

Nngines (2) 800 hp. each,

Oruising speed 90 m.p.h.

!l!opspeed 112 m.p.h.
.- . .-- -. ..-,.
~;ta.l”li.ngsp~~d 66 m.p.h.,=.- . r,.!K , .:

&l’fmb 5,.000 ft. ‘in lQ.-I)2 min.
,.-.. __-.

The sh,ell of the hull below the-water line was of duralu-
min; above, of plywood.......- -.

T;he lines of the full-size hull for u$e.in preparing
those of the model and the data regarding the position of
the center of gravity of the complete machine for use in
the specific tests were supplied””%he Committee through
the courtesy of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department... t- ....,..<-..........

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The 1/6.59 full-size model of the hull of the Navy
PB-1 made for these tests was designated model 52. The
principal lines are shown in figure 1, anfl the offsets
are given in table 1“. The model was-shaped from a “hori-
zontally laminated shell. of mahogany and finished In gray
enamel , wet sanded and polished to give a smooth surface.. .... . .-.. —.. . .. .

The particulars of the model and of “the full-size
flying boat are as followsi

ULW %1: s.! ~e
Lengtli: ‘ ““ ., ..: . ................. .. ,.

..-. .+ ,----=..-....-. —-

Over-all 103.82 in. $7 ft.. O in..’. ., m-...!”.>
To second steP ,’ 61.49 In. 33 ft. 9 Ina

Of forebody to main step 46.92 in. 25 ft. 9 in.
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Model Full-size

Beam 17.00 in. 9 ft. 4 in.

Gross load 83.4 lb. 24,000 lb.

Get-away speed 41.5 f.p.so 72.5 m.p.h.

Depth of main step 0.68 in.

Depth of second step 0.53 in.

Center of gravity forward
of step ‘7.41 in.

Center of gravity above
keel 15.1 in.

Linear ratio model to full size

Designed trim

Dead rise at step

Angle of keel aft of main step

Angle of keel aft of second step

Beam:

Percent of over-all length

Psrcent of length to second step

Percent of forebody length

Forebody:

Percent of over-all length

Percent of length to second step

Center of gravity, distance forward
of the step:

Percent of over-all length

4.5 in.

3.5 in.

4ft. 1 in.

8 ft. 3-1/2 in.

1/6+59

1.2°
22-1,20 ---- --- .

50 201

11° 38!

lG.4

27.7

36.2

45.2

76.3

7.1

., . .,.
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Percent of length to second step 12.0

--

.=.—

Peri~ent of forebody length 15.8
. . —

Center of gravity, distance abovo
the “keel:

Percent of over-all length 14.5

Percent of length to second step 24,6

Percent of forebody length 32.2

Qhe form of the hull of the Boeing PB-1 is similar
to that of the famous NC flying boat that flew acros6 the
Atlantic Ocean in 1919. The ~orebodies of the two hulls
aro almost exactly alike except that the PB-1 has buflt-
in spray strips. The afterbody of the PB-1 resembles
that c)fan NC that has been cut off by a transverse step”
about one-half of the length from the main step to the

.

sternpost . A long extension of the hull aft of the sec-
ond step is provided to carry the tail surfaaes on the *
full-~!ize flying boat. The differences between the two
hulls in angle of afterbody keel, angle of dead rise, and
depth of “sttipara” v%ry small. A tank test of a model of
the NC hull has-been reported in reference 1,

AP~ARATUS AND METHODS .. .

The N.-4.C.A. tank and ite original equipment are de-
scribed in reference 2. The model suspension has since
been altered; its present form iS shown diagrammatically
in figure 2i. The towing girder is much smaller than be-
fore and is suspended by two siee~ tapes connectad to
countorwoights and a dashpot. The girder rises and falls
without changing its atti%ude and the trimming moment of
the restrained model does not affect the load on the model.
The purpose of the inertia counterweights shown in figure
2a is to cancel the effect of accelerations on the model
and towing gear.

!I?heapparatus used to measure the trimming moment is
shown in figure 2b. The model is set at the desired trim
by means of the adjusting screws. Trimming is restrained
by tr:Lmming-moment springs clamped at the upper ends be-

.- .-
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tween knife. edges attached to the structure of the towing
gear . Deflections of these calibrated springs mov”e the
indicator arm, which in turn actuates the dial gage. The
change in trim resulting from the deflection of the trimm-
ing-moment spring is so small (less than O.lO) that it
does not seriously affect the trim. The motions of the
indicator arm are damped by an oil dashpot.

The fixed-trim set-up is easily changed to the free-
to-trim set-up shown in figure 2c, by removing the trim-
mi.ng-mornent spring. . The model is then free to trim about
the center of gravity, which is adjusted by means o“f
counterweights on a vertical staff to coincide with the
pivot. In the specific type of free-to-trim tes”[,‘the
hydrofoil and auxiliary tape shown by broken l“ines in
figure 2a ,are required. The lifting force of the hydro=
foil is applied to a %ridle attached to the pivot.

Three types of:test were made of model 52”, g&rie~al”-
fixed-trim, general free-to-trim, and specific free-to-
trim. The general fixed-trim test consists of a number
of runs at constant speed and trim using a sufficient
number of loads to cover the useful working range. The .
model is tested at a sufficient number of trims to de-
termine the minimum resistance and corresponding trim
for any load and speed within the range of the tests.
This type of teet gives more general informatiori than
does the specific test because it can be practically in-
dependent of the particular” de~ign specifications for
load at rest and for take-off speed. The readings taken
for each point are: resistance, trimming moment, and
draft . The resistance includes the air drag on the por-
tion of the hull above the water. Moments tending to
raise the bow are considered positive. Draft is defined
here as the vertical distancq from the free water sur-
face to the keel at the main” step.

In the general free-.to-trirn test practically the
same ranges of load and speed are covered as- in the gen-
eral fixed-trim test, with the model free to trim about
the center of gravity. The hydrofoil gear required for
the specific type of test is not used. At each speed
the resistance and trim are measured for each of several
arbitrarily selected values of the load. The data ob-
tained are useful for calculating the water performance
free to trim for a wide range of speed and load condit-
ions. The same information can be obtained by cross-
plotting the general fixed-trim moment curves and pick-
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‘“ingoff’ the values of resistance correspb”&13ng--to zero” go-
.ment (fr’ee-”td-tiiu condition) . The resulting curves “my be,
howevar, slightly inaccurate at high speeds where values
fir resistance change more rapidly than moment with change
in trim. ‘

.- .-.’... -.
In the gener”al-te-st”s,

<. .-
the lo-ad-s>n””’~~e“rn’O~el”-W-6~6”’ip-

plied fn arbitr~ry even “incr-embnts of a load” coe”ffici”cti”t,
-thus. reducing thg amoun”t of cross-plotting required to ob-
tain the performance curves.. , . ..: .- =,- ,,

In””the sp-ec-~ficfree”-
........- .. . ... ...”.

to-”trirntest the Ioali at re<t
corresponds to the design gross load of the flying boat. A
calibrated, hydrofoil simulates the lift of the wing at cons-
tant angle of attack and is set to make the model leave
the. water at a speed coire”sponding to the. tak~=~.f.f..~~~g.?o?
the full-size flying boat. Resistance, trim, and rise (ver-
tical displa”ctiment “of the center of gravity from the “at-rest
position) are re&d at predetermined intervals of speed,. -------.

in ?)Oih type’tiof”free-to- tri:rn”test”s”t“he t-ri.=rnaisu’rned
by the model is influenced only by the water and air forces
on the hull,acting about the center of gravity. The trim
assumed .by the full-size hull may be considerably different
from that of the model because the effects of the magni-tudes
and points of application of the other forces on the full-
siz6 flylng boat are not provided for In the.-.. .- -.:-

.~i~uim
.-.. :.

..;,
. . .- .-

.The nondimensional coefficients used In
of the” 4ata are as follows:.- -.

Load” coefficient, ~“~= &
— — .- ..”..-.” “. ..,~,

Resistance coefficient, CR = —
wb 3

test set-up.

.---
-.. ;-. .., ;...... -.+

.. .. ----.<..- “c::’.-
-. G---- .

presentation

-.
-%$peod coef’?icient,

& .
..— -.. . %“= ~@-

:Tr5mm~ng-mo-~ent coefficient,”
~ .M

. . . ..$6 =, ~
.. ~

where, A“j.e’ the”’~oad ~n the water, l“~;”. . . . . . ., ......“-.,. -.
.W., ‘~pe-cffic %etglit ““o”fwater, ib-./cu :ft“. “

-~.63T5 for theee tests). .. . ... ...T.--,-::
b, beam o~ hull, it. ““ , “-, ““””

>--..4..... .
R: water resistance, lb.

+
->.-:s

. . -.
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v, speed, ft./see.

M, trimming moment, lb./ft. ~

g, acceleration of gravity, ft./sec.2

The data for the fixed-trim test are presented in fi~.
ures 3 to 8; resistance coefficient CR and trimming-moment
coeffi.~ient CM ,a-replott”ed against speed coefficient c~
with load coefficient CA as parameter.

In order to obtr.in the characteristics of the model at
best triq, resistance coefficient, trimming-moment coeffi-
cient, and draft-beam ratio as obtained from the data of the
fixed-trim tests were each cross-plotted against trim at “se-
lected values of speed coefficient with load coefficient as
a parameter. From these cross plots, minimum resistance co-
efficient, best trim (trim for minimum resistance), trim- ..
ming-rnoment coefficient.at best trim, and draft-beam ratio
at best trim were determined for each selected speed coeffi-
cient. Resistance coefffaient, trimming-moment .caefficient,
and draft-beam ratio, all at best trim, are plotted against
speed coefficient in figures 9, 10, and 11; best trim is
plotted against speed-coefficient in figure 12.

The results of the general free-ta-trim tests are pre-
sented in figure 13. Resistance coefficient and trim are
plotted against speed coefficient with load coefficient as
a parameter. The results obtained from the specific free-
to-trim test are plotted in figure 14. Resistance coeffi-
cient, trim, and rise/beam are plotted against speed coef-
ficient.

Trimming-moment coefficients and draft/beam ratios at
rest are plotted in figures 15 and 16. These curves are
useful in calculating longitudinal stability and in deter-
mining water line= of the hull for. various static conditions, ,

DISCUSSION

Resistance characteristics.- Both the general and the
specific free-to-trim curves (figs. 13 an@.14) show a peak
in the resistance curves below the hump speed, which &oes
not appear in the curves at best trim (fig. 9) . In gen-
eral , hump resistances occur at a little higher speed when
the model is free to trim than when it is at best trim and
are not more than 10 percent greater.
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&i m characteristics .- In figure 12 the best trim———
reaches a maximum value at a speed somewhat below the .

hump and then falls &ff, first sharply, then more gradu.
ally. In the same figure it will be observed that the
lest :trim at the load coefficient CA = 0005 is con~i&er-
ably greater than at—the load co”effic-i-ent CA = 0,025,
whichindlcates that best trim decreases abruptly with
unloading at high speeds and I.ight loads.

A comparison of the curves of figures 12 and 13 shows
that th~ model as”sumes a _trim considerably higher than
best---trim”when running at and above hump speed.. .- .. - :.”.+-

TriQing -moment characteristics .- Larg@ negative——.
trirnning moments produced by the water forces acting on
thelong tail extension occur at low speeds, as shown in
figure 10. Again , if the model i.s’allowed to trim at an
anglo smaller thin-best “trim the trimming moment will be.—. . . ._____
considerably reduced without ‘:@ppreciably increasing the
resii;tance. Maximum positive trimming moments are not
excessive. .-.

Draft ch&r@cteristi’cs.- T.he curves of the draft-beam——.
ratio are shown in figure 11. A comparison of figures 11
arid 12 shows the relationship between change in draft and
change in test trim. The draft as measured from the free
Water surfa~~ ig, .of course, not an accurate criterion
for estimating either the mass of water displaced or the
character of the flow at a particular speed ant load, but
a study of the variat~on @ draft may lead to valuable
conclusions concerning the identification of those por-
tions of the hull responsible for any tinusual incretise or
dlecrease in the wave-making resistance... ,.

Stira$ ch’ar’act”e”r’isti”cs.- Typical photographs of the——
model “of th”e PB-1 running in the water are shown in fig-
ure 17. They illustrate a wide variation of loads anfl
speeds but the trims at which the pictures were taken
were in all cases near best trim except at speeds below
the hump; in the latter cases, the pictures were taken at
trims that were near free-to-trim attitudes because of
the improbability that the pilot could hold best trim
akainst the heavy riegative moments at these low speeds.
Figu,re 17a and figure 17b show the wave pattern at low
speed and mo~e~a~e load. The stern pict%re (fig. 17b)
shows the heavy wav6 formation at these low tipeeds. Tur-
bulent water can be seen coming from the second step.

..-.

-.
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. Wavo and spray formations at speeds just below and just
above the humpare shown in figures 1’7c, d, e, and f. In
figure 17d the stern is riding heavily in the water as in-
dicated by the turbulent wave formation around it; in fig-
ure 17f the hull has risen in the water until the stern
is barely touching the water. The spray from the fore-
body is thrown higher and wider in figure 17e than .in fig-
ure 17c.

~igures ls~ and ~sb show the model running at a ~od_
erately high speed and with a load coefficient of @ =
0.2. Although the under surface of the forebody is plan-
ing, the sheets of spray come back and strike the short
af.terbody. The tail ,ext,ension is, however, clear of the
spray. Figures 18c and 18d show the model in a simulated
pull-off.” The spray thrown aft from the main step is
striking the afterbody and t,he tail extension. The trim,
90, is considerably greater than best trim. Figures 18e ‘
and 18f show another simulated pull-off at the same trim
angle but at a greater speed and lighter load. The resist-
ance in both of these pull-offs is much geater than it
would be at best trim as can be seen by comparing figure
7 with figure 9 for CA = 0.025 and CA = 0.05. Under
the conditions represented by these simulated take-offs,
but little moment is required to change the trim several
degrees up or down.

Comparison with perfor mance of other American hulls,-
In figure 19 the load-resistance-~atios of the models of
the hulls of the PB-1, NC, and Sikorsky S-40 at selected
speeds are compared. The hull of the S-40 (reference 3)
has a straighter bottom on the forebody and-a slightly
smaller angle of dead rise than the NC or PB-I. The hulls
of the PB-1 and NC have slightly greater A/R at high .‘
speeds than the S-40 but slightly smaller A/R at low
speede . There is but little difference in the load-resist-
ance ratios between the hulls of. the PB-1 and the NC at
the speeds selected; in general, however, the hull of the
PB-1 has a greater A/R than that of the, NC at high speed
and heavy loads and a smaller A/R at both high and low
speeds for light loads. At hump speed the A/R of the
PB-1 hull is smaller than that of the NC at all loads,
but the difference is smallest at heavy loads.

CONCLUDING RElL4.RKS

The performance of the model of the hull of the PB-1
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reflect”s the ciose relationship of its form to that of
the NC. The small difference in performance at.low speeds

.

between” the two models is primarily caused by the long
tail extension on the PB=l, which has a decidwd effect on
the best trim. The slight differences in resistance at
high speeds can be explained .by the fact that tho after-
body of the PB-1 has somewhat better clearance at high
speeds and at heavier loads.

..

“iYhen the model of the PB-1 is compared with that of
—-

the S-40, the better performance of the latter at the hump
may be explained in part by the fact that the keel and.
buttock lines of its forebody are straighter and that the
afterbody produces more lift by virtue of its lower po’si-
tion relative to thef orebody. At high speeds, the .PB-I
is superior because of better clearance resulting from
the location of the second step.

*.. F--

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
.J?ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
;V Langley l?ie”ld,Vs., June 9, 1936. .-
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(d (b)
~= 1026; CA= 0,5; ~=5°

(c) (d)

~s2.15; CA= O.6; 7S90

(e)
*s 2.m; ci

Figure 17.. Spray photographs of the PB-1.
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(a) (b)
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~d (a
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(e) (f)
Cp = 7e~5; CA = Oc025; T’= 9°

Figure 18.- 8prsy photographs of the P&l for moderately high speed
sad two simulated pull-offs.
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